What will
you read
next?

The Reading Spine

by The Literacy Company

Supporting our children in their journey to becoming a reader is one of the most important
things we can do as parents. There is great excitement when that first book appears in the
book bag. Gradually, squiggles on the page become letters, letters become words and words give
meaning. Ensuring our children become fluent, active readers allows them to make sense of the
world around them, to ask and answer questions and to be led into worlds both real and
imagined that are beyond their own experience.

In the National Curriculum, reading is divided into two
strands: Word Reading and Comprehension. For many
years, parents have supported their children to decode
the words on the page.
However, comprehension is just as important. Children
need to understand far beyond what those words say.
There are various skills that can be practised to help
improve comprehension:
Clarifying vocabulary
Retrieving key facts
Summarising
Inferring
Predicting
Unpicking an author’s choice of language
Analysing the structure and organisation of a text
Making comparisons between and across texts
(Y5&6)
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Like all of us, children develop favourite authors and sometimes struggle to know what to read next.
Introducing children to new texts is essential if they are to develop a love of reading. Asking targeted
questions will then improve comprehension so a child’s understanding of the world can progress to the
next level.
So, here at The Literacy Company, we have had enormous fun collating our Reading Spine for parents.
For each year group, we have compiled a list of ten books (or authors) that we feel every child at that
stage should read - one per half term and a couple for holidays. These books should inspire discussion
and encourage a culture of reading for pleasure at home. They are age-appropriate in terms of their
content and complexity but that is not to say they shouldn't dip into books from previous year groups.
The most important thing is that your child enjoys what they read or have read to them. Hopefully, this
list will help you both to know where to turn once one good read has come to an end.
On the back of each list, you will find a series of questions linked to each of the comprehension skills
above. We hope this makes it easier to know what to ask when your child reads with you.
May these books take your children on some fabulous journeys! We look forward to hearing about how
much you enjoy reading them together.
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Nursery
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Nursery
• Which is the rhyming word? Which other words rhyme

Clarify
vocabulary

with this?
• What does _____ (new word) mean? e.g. ‘enormous’,
‘roar’, ‘invitation’.
• Who/ what/ where/ which/ when…?

Retrieve

• What happened to … at the end?
• What is your favourite part of the book? Explain why you like it.
• Retell the main events – beginning, middle and end. Show

Summarise

your child how to do this and encourage them to remember
much of what happens, prompting with questions if necessary.
• Who is your favourite character and why?

Infer

• "I wonder what happened to that character…..?"
• Help your child elaborate on their ideas: “That character
looks sad. Do you think it is because…?”
• Look at the cover/ title/ blurb. Think about who/ what

Predict

the characters, setting, events might be.
• Will this story have a happy ending?
• What might happen to the character in the end?

Structure and
organisation
Language
choice

• Find the front cover, title, back cover, blurb.
• What does the author do?
• Follow the text with your finger from left to right and top to
bottom and encourage children to do the same.
• Find the rhyme/ repeated phrase. Join in when it comes up.
• Spot words that start with the same initial sound.
• Count or clap syllables in a word.
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Reception
• Are there any words you don’t know the meaning of? Explain

Clarify
vocabulary

Retrieve

these to your child and use during other conversations.
• Which is the rhyming word? Which other words rhyme with
this?
• Who/ what/ where/ which/ when…?
• What happened to… at the end?
• What is your favourite part of the book? Explain why you like it.
• Retell the main events – What happened at the beginning,

Summarise

middle and end?
• Re-read stories multiple times to build fluency and
understanding.
• How do the characters think/ feel/ react about the events as

Infer

you read each page?
• How can you tell that?
• Who is your favourite character and why?
• Look at the cover/ title/ blurb . What/ who might the

Predict

characters, setting, events be in this story?
• Will this story have a happy ending? What makes you think
that?

Structure and
organisation
Language
choice

• Find the labels, title, diagram, page, book cover, information
on…
• Discuss whether a book is fiction or non-fiction.
• Can you find the rhyme/ repeated phrase? Join in when it
comes up.
• How might the line finish? Which word might the author
choose?
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Year 1
Clarify
vocabulary

Retrieve

• Which word tells you about the character/ setting?
• Can you think of another word for…? (or give examples of
other words that mean the same.)

• Who/ what/ where/ which/ when…?
• What happened at the end?
• Can you list all three places the main character visited?
• What is your favourite part of the book? Why do you like it?

Summarise

• Can you retell the main events to another family member who
has not read the book?
• List 3 things that happen to the character in the story.
• What is the information telling us?

Infer

• How/ why did _______ feel/ react? How can you tell that?
• What does this tell us about how (character) is feeling?
• Who is your favourite character and why?

Predict

• Look at the front cover/ title/ blurb. Who/ what might the
characters, setting, events be?
• Will this story have a happy ending? What makes you think
that?
• Did the character change in this story? How? Why?

Structure and
organisation

• Find the labels, title, diagram, page, book cover, information
on…
• Support your child to use the contents page. e.g. On which
page can I find information about ____?
• Discuss whether a book is fiction or non-fiction.

Language
choice

• Find the rhyme/ repeated phrase. Join in when it comes up.
• How does the story start? Which words are used?
• What is your favourite word in the story, the poem, the
information? Can you put it into your own sentence?
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Year 2
Clarify
vocabulary

Retrieve

• Find words which tell you about the character/ setting.
• Can you think of another word for ___?
• Which word on this page means the same as….?

• Give one reason that ___happens/ the character behaves this
way.
• Tell me about your favourite part of the book. Explain why you like it.
• Why did…? What did…? Where did…? When did…? Which two…?
• Do you think this book is trying to give the reader a message? What
is it?
• Under which sub-heading, would I find information about...

Summarise

• Can you retell the story using one sentence per picture?
• What is this paragraph of information telling us? Sum up in one
sentence.

Infer

• How did (character) feel when…?/ Why was (character) sad
/happy?
• How do we know…?
What does this certain line tell us? Why is it important?

Predict

• What does the cover/ title/ blurb make you think will happen?
• What is happening now? What happened before? What might
happen next? Discuss the reasons for thinking this.
• Is this story similar to any others you have read or films you have
seen? Are any characters like people you have met?

Structure and
organisation

• Find the labels, title, subheadings, diagram, contents page,
information on… How do these help us to read the text?
• Find three facts about…
• Support your child to use the index and glossary.

Language
choice

• Find the words which tell us when things happen?
• Which words make this sound like a fairy story?
• What is your favourite word in the story, the poem, the information?
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Year 3
Clarify
vocabulary
Retrieve

Summarise

•What does… mean in this sentence?
• Use a dictionary to find out what words mean, maybe during a
homework task.
• Use a thesaurus to find other words that mean the same as ….
• What is…? Why had…? Who else…? What event…? Why do…? Where?
• Support your child to use the contents page/ index/ glossary to find
information.
• Talk about your favourite part of the book. Explain why you like it.
• Retell the main events in the story to someone else in the family.
• Which three words would you use to describe what the story is
about/ about the character to someone else who hasn't read it?

Infer

• Why was (character) sad/happy/nervous? How do you know?
• How do you feel about (character)? Why?
• Encourage your child to use words from the book to back up their
opinion.
• Discuss the themes in this story. (e.g. good over evil, weak over
strong, friendship, magic).

Predict

• Look at the cover/ blurb/ inside cover and discuss what might
happen in the story/ characters who may appear.
• What is happening now? What happened before this? What might
happen next? Discuss your child's reasons using evidence from the
text.
• Is the character similar to any other characters / people you know?
How would they behave in this situation?

Structure and
organisation

• Find the labels, title, subheadings, diagram, contents page, index,
glossary and practise using them.
• Why is the word ____ in bold print / italics?
• How does the writer make it interesting / engaging/ exciting in the
first paragraph/ ending?

Language
choice

• Can you find the repeated words/ patterns/ alliteration/ rhyme in
the text?
• Find the words which move time on in the story.
• Which are the words which make this sound like a traditional tale,
myth, adventure, sci-fi story?
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Year 4
Clarify
vocabulary

• Find one word which tells you about a character/ setting/
mood.
• What does… mean in this sentence?
• Discuss other words which could replace one in the text.
• During homework tasks, use a dictionary or thesaurus..

Retrieve

• Which two…? What is…? Why had…? Who else…? What event…?
Where is?
• Support your child to use the contents, index, glossary, sub-headings.
• Discuss how the illustrations/diagrams/fact boxes/ sub-headings
help us to find our way around the text.
• Why is the word ___ in bold print / italics?

Summarise

• Retell the events in the story to someone else in the family who has not
read the book.
• Use five words to describe what the story/ paragraph/ chapter is
about.
• Can you choose three words to sum up the character/ setting?

Infer

• How do you feel about (character)? Why?
• How is the character feeling here? How do you know?
• Discuss the dilemma the character faced in the story? What did they
decide to do? Why? What would you do?
• Who is the hero/villain/victim/champion in the story? How do you
know?

Predict

• Use the cover/ blurb/ inside cover to think what might happen.
• Is the character similar to any other characters / people you know?
• Find details which tell us about the setting/atmosphere and discuss
what might happen here? Have you been to/ read about a setting
like this before? What is your impression of this place?

Structure and
organisation

• Ask your child to tell you about the features of different types of
information writing – letters, diary writing, non-fiction.
• Use the features to help you find information about…
• Explain the theme of the paragraph or chapter.

Language
choice

• Can you find the repeated words and any patterns in the text?
• Find the words which move time on in the story.
• Which are the words which make this sound like a traditional tale, a
myth, adventure, sci-fi story?
• Do we know how the writer feels about this? How? Is there a
message?
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Year 5
Clarify
vocabulary

Retrieve

• What does… mean in this sentence?
• Find a word which means…/ tells you about the character/
setting/ mood.
• Why is the word ___ in inverted commas?
Discuss other words the author could have used instead of...
• What is…? Why had…? Who else…? What event…? Why do…? Why
has..?
• How do people feel about the…? How do you know?
• How did ______ react when….?
• Support your child to use the contents, index, glossary, sub-headings
to find information.

Summarise

• Use a sentence/ word to sum up each section / paragraph of the
story.
• Use three words to sum up a character/ setting.
• What is the main idea?

Infer

• Is ___ a fact or an opinion?
• How do you feel about…? Why?
• How can you tell? Encourage your child to use evidence to back up
their opinion.
• How does the writer feel about ....? How do you know?

Predict

• Use the cover/ blurb/ inside cover/ chapter name/ sub-heading to
suggest what might happen.
• How might characters change throughout this story?
• Is the character similar to any other characters / people you know?
How would they behave in this situation?

Structure and
organisation

• Which difficulties did the character face? How did they deal with
them?
• Do you agree with the way the problem was solved/ story ended?
Would you do the same? Discuss.
• Were there any clues that… would happen?

Language
choice

• Discuss what the writer thinks or the different messages, moods,
feelings and attitudes within the book. Which phrases help to show us
this?
• How does the language choice tell you it was written a long time
ago?
• What makes you laugh in this book? Why is it funny?

Making
comparisons

• Are there any similarities and differences between… (characters /
settings / layout)
• How did the characters’ reactions differ/ mood change when…?
• What makes this book similar/ different to others you have read by
the same author?

Year 6
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Year 6
Clarify
vocabulary

• Find words and phrases which show/tell you about …
• Can you put this word in a different sentence?
• Why is the word ___ in inverted commas?
• What other words or phrases could the author have used?

Retrieve

• What is…? Why had…? Who else…? What event…? Why do…?
Where...?
• What evidence is there that this was written for…?
• How does the writer show they had mixed feelings about…?
Support your child to use the layout features (contents, index,
glossary, sub-headings, diagrams ) to find information.

Summarise

• Which section of the text tells readers about…
• Sum up each section / paragraph/ character in a word/ sentence.
• Skim this text and explain what it is about.
• Scan the text for e.g. dates/character names/setting names etc
using numbers and capital letters to guide.

Infer

• Use every opportunity to ask your child to back up how they know in
answer to your question. Encourage them to refer to the text to support
their opinion.
• What impressions do you get of ___?
• Fact or opinion?
• How can you tell that (character) was determined to ……?
• Give two reasons why he does/doesn’t want…..

Predict

• Use the cover/ blurb/ inside cover/ chapter name/ sub-heading to
predict what is happening now/ before/ next?
• How might characters change throughout this story?
• Is the character/ story/ theme/ style similar to any other books you
have read/ films you have seen? Discuss.

Structure and
organisation

• How did he/she deal with their difficulties? Do you agree with the way
the problem was solved? Would you do the same? Explain.
• Were there any clues that… would happen?
• What is the purpose of the text? How do you know?

Language
choice

• Find words/ phrases which make the passage seem…
• Which words point to the purpose of the text?
• Which words tell us it was written a long time ago?
•Which bit of the text did you find funny? Why?

Making
comparisons

• Choose two characters or settings and think about how they are
similar or different.
• How did the characters’ reactions differ/ mood change when…?
• Who is your favourite author? Discuss their various books and how
they are similar/ different.
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Nursery
The Very Hungry Caterpillar
The Button Book
Oi Frog!
We're Going on a Bear Hunt
Peace at Last
Julia Donaldson
Dear Zoo
The Tiger who Came to Tea
Hairy McClary
Meg and Mog

Y2

Roald Dahl
Anthony Browne
Dr Seuss
Little People Big Dreams
Trolls Go Home
Zoe’s Rescue Zoo
David Litchfield
Paddington
Horrid Henry
Dragon Sitter series

Reception
Handa’s Surprise
The Pirates Next Door
Katie series
Oliver Jeffers
Owl Babies
The Queen’s Knickers
Funny Bones
Usborne Illustrated Fairy Tales
Nat Geo 1st book of Dinosaurs/ Space
I Will Not Ever Never Eat a Tomato

Y1

Y3

Y4

Dick King Smith
Jeremy Strong
Flat Stanley
An illustrated atlas
Fantastically Great Women
Beast Quest
Famous Five series
Mrs Pepperpot
Captain Underpants
Anne Fine

Shhhh!
Pumpkin Soup
Winnie the Witch
Benji Davies
Princess Smartypants/ Prince Cinders
Clean Up!
Where the Wild Things Are
Puffin Book of Fantastic First Poems
Mrs Noah’s Pockets
The Disgusting Sandwich

The Butterfly Lion
Danny, Champion of the World
Cressida Cowell
David Walliams
Diary of a Wimpy Kid
13 Storey Tree House
Beaver Towers
Charlotte’s Web
The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane
Horrible Histories

Y6

Y5
Onjali Q. Rauf
The Girl who Stole an Elephant
Stories for Boys who Dare to be Different
A Series of Unfortunate Events
Percy Jackson
Clockwork
Anthony Horowitz
Harry Potter
The Narnia series
The Unexpected Tale of Bastien Bonlivre

Wonder
Holes
The Eagle in the Snow
You are Awesome
Vashti Hardy
The London Eye Mystery
Windrush Child
Cogheart
Frank Cottrell Boyce
A Place Called Perfect

The Reading Spine
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